
 

 

 

May 4, 2016 

 

HAND DELIVERED 

 

Rep. Samantha Kerkman, Co-Chair   Sen. Robert Cowles, Co-Chair 

Joint Audit Committee     Joint Audit Committee 

315 North, State Capitol     118 South, State Capitol 

 

Dear Co-Chairs Kerkman and Cowles, 

 

I write today to renew my call for a comprehensive audit of the Wisconsin Economic Development 

Corporation (WEDC).  

 

Continued media stories (enclosed) have highlighted WEDC’s significant issues with companies 

outsourcing jobs after receiving taxpayer money through grants and loans. Furthermore, there has been 

no claw back of these funds. We have also recently learned that the newest WEDC board member also 

sits on the board of one of the companies that outsourced in-state jobs after receiving millions of dollars 

in tax credits from the agency.  

 

This is an urgent matter.  

 

We, as members of the audit committee, are tasked with ensuring the efficiency of state government, 

and to help find solutions to problems within state agencies. WEDC has been plagued with corruption, 

mismanagement, and reckless use of taxpayer dollars since its inception in 2011. It is our duty to 

continue holding them accountable until they show they are able to operate in a responsible, effective 

manner.  

 

I have written you in the past to request audits of WEDC on numerous occasion regarding their troubled 

operations. Letters were sent to your office on the following dates:  

 

 March 4th, 2016 

 July 29th, 2015 

 May 18th, 2015 

 

These letters requested action on Legislative Audit Bureau reports multiple times, and asked for 

clarification on keeping jobs in Wisconsin. While I have not received a reply in the past, I am once again 

asking for swift action to be taken to regarding WEDC. This audit should cover the following questions 

in scope:  

 

1. What are the steps being taken to claw back funds from the companies who outsourced Wisconsin 

jobs?  



 

 

2. What policies are in place to ensure there are no conflicts of interest between WEDC board members 

and the companies that they give tax credits or other awards to?  

3. Where is the disconnect occurring between tax credits being awarded and companies outsourcing 

jobs?  

4. Do we need additional policies in writing so companies are aware of the conditions of the tax 

credits?  

5. Were they aware of the need to return any tax credits if they moved jobs out of state in regards to the 

awards they received? 

 

Ignoring these issues is a breach of our commitment to act as loyal stewards of taxpayer dollars. The  

Audit committee must maintain its reputation as a place of strong, bipartisan work. The citizens of 

Wisconsin, our constituents, need to know that they have an Audit Committee in place that will not sit 

idly by while millions of their taxpayer dollars are being squandered.  

 

I look forward to your response and hope that we can schedule a meeting to discuss this potential audit 

at your soonest convenience.  

 

Sincerely,  

 
Melissa Sargent 

State Representative 

48th Assembly District 

 

 

 


